School of Integrated Climate System Sciences (SICSS)
Guidelines for ICSS Thesis Presentation (MSc Program)

The presentation (duration 20-30 minutes) is followed by an examination (first and second referee of the thesis, maximum 20 minutes) and questions from the general audience. The whole event should not exceed one hour.

The minutes and result of the examination has to be sent to the SICSS Office (or directly to the Office of Academic Affairs).

The event needs to be communicated to the SICSS office by the student / the advisor at least one week before it takes place, so that it can be announced to all SICSS lecturers and SICSS students in time.

If the presentation is not part of an institutional seminar series it should take place in room 1012 in Grindelberg, 5-7. (Room reservation through the SICSS Office.)

Hamburg, April 15, 2014